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THE IMPORTANCE OF IMPORTANCE

the achievement of a certain form of public comprehension, of the cul
ture's comprehension of itsel( of meet conversation with itsel( the
achievement, in short, of a form of film comedy.

And how do we understand the provenance of this record, that is,
how does it get into our hands? Are these pictures part of the coverage
as it appears in Spy magazine? Conceivably they are from a wedding
photo album. We might take them as production stills. But in any of
these cases we are seeing something after the fact, whereas didh't we
just now take ourselves to be, as it were, present at the wedding? And
what does it mean to say that these final two shots are pictures or pho
tographs? How is the rest of what we have seen different? The rest was
every bit as much a function of the photographic. Of course the rest
was in motion whereas these are still. But that is the question. What is
the difference? This question directs us to think about the ontological
status of what we have seen and hence about the mode of our percep
tion. Frye observes that at the conclusion of Shakespearean romance in
the theater, we find ourselves, subjected to a process in which we some
how move from the position of observer to the position of participant.
At the end of The Philadelphia Story this process appears to be reversed
and we find ourselves awakened from the position of illusory partici
pant to that of observer. But this may itself be illu-sory. For suppose we
find that what has happened to us is that we have substituted for the
idea of Tracy as a statue the idea of her and her suitors as photographs,
or say traded the goddess for a movie star. Then we are threatened with
the very position toward her that George found himself in. Is there a
way for us as viewers to escape this position?

In any case, the ambiguous status of these figures and hence of our
perceptual state will have the effect of compromising or undermining
our efforts to arrive at a conclusion about the narrative. For example,
shall we say that the film ends with an embrace, betokening happiness?
I would rather say that it ends with a picture of an embrace, something
at a remove from what has gone before, hence betokening uncertainty.

Will someone still find that my daydream is not sufficiently under
mined by this uncertainty, and still accuse me of Utopianism? Then I
might invoke Dexter's reply to George's objection to his, and all of his
kinq's, sophisticated ideas: //Ain't it awfuI!//

~

COUNTERFEITING
HAPPINESS

irlFriday

A key to this film's placement of its images, or displace

ment of us before them, is to understand the light it
gives us to see by.



ON The Philadelphia Story Cary Grant returns; in Howard Hawks's HisGirl Friday (1940) he is returned to. In both a mystery is explicitly
raised about why the return has been made: In the displaced Prologue
of The Philadelphia Story James Stewart attributes motives of -revenge to
Grant, who disdains the attribution; in the first full sequence of His Girl

Friday Hildy Johnson (Rosalind Russell) attributes reasonable motives
to herself, but none of them quite sticks. At first she says to vValter
Burns (Cary Grant), "I came to tell you not to send me any more tele
grams," then toward the end of this long interview she says, ''I'm get
ting married tomorrow. That's what I came here to tell you, but you
would start reminiscing." (In Bringing Up Baby, Hawks's comedy of two
years earlier, Cary Grant says to Katharine Hepburn that he is getting
married tomorrow. The information has the same effect on her there, of
close-up concentration, that it has on him here.) Evidently Hildy, in His

Girl Friday, does not know why she has come back to see WaIter. I do
not say that it is obvious why. If it was merely to tell him something,
give him a piece of information, she could have telephoned him or sent
him a telegram. And why did she bring Bruce(Ralph Bellamy) along?
When Frye remarks that in Old Comedy the woman may undergo
something like death and revival he also says that she may bring about
the comic resolution. In our films the death and revival, if this is pres
ent, is of feeling, it has to happen within the woman, and she cannot,
nobody can exactly, bring that resolution about. But the woman of His

Girl Friday can be said to bring about the comic initiation.
WaIter seems to know why she has come back. What does he know?

He knows that she is not being straightforward with her explanations to
him and he knows that she knows from his unending messages, to
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her-by telephone, by telegram, by skywriting-that he wants her back
and hence that he will use his endless resources of manipulation to get
her back. It must follow for him that she has come back to see him be

cause she wants this of him. But why? If she wants to get back together,
why does she not, in return, just say so? Evidently his wanting her back
is not enough for her; it does not, in itself, provide a way back. There is
beyond it something he has to do. Would this be for him to claim ~er?
Not exactly, since he has been asserting whatever claim he is in a posi
tion to assert all the time she was getting a divorce. He has to do some
thing like demonstrate that his claim is still in effect, that it is justi
fied-to demonstrate that divorce is not forever, not, so to speak, a
sacrament, but only, as he says to her, some words mumbled over you
by a judge. "There's something between us that no divorce can come
between." Evidently this is their marriage, so evidently it is after all
some sort of sacrament. But in order to prove that nothing has come
between them he has, so to speak, to arrange for her to free herself
from her divorce, to prompt her to divorce herself from it. This seems
to be what freedom in marriage requires. It calls for some thought.

In reading The Philadelphia Story I called attention to Howard Hawks's
discovery of Cary Grant's photogenetic tendency to thoughtfulness,
some inner concentration of intellectual energy. In The Philadelphia Story

this photogenetic possibility is modified into a magus, in Bringing Up

Baby (and Monkey Business) into an absent-minded professor. In His Girl

Friday it serves the character of a trickster, a familiar figure in the clas
sical history of comedy. The characteristic criteria of Waiter's thinking
are his drumming or fidgeting fingers and his shifting eyes. I say these
characteristics are criteria of his thinking in order to register that they
tell us what kind of thinking goes on in him, what it consists of, what
modification this character subjects it to. The criteria tell us straight off
that his thinking is incessant, compulsive, but let us not be overly con
fident that we know what he is incessantly thinking about. He makes
plans and sets traps often enough, but they are the plans and traps of
what is called a newspaper man-they are the expression of his nose
for news, which is to say, for a pair of convictions: first that the world at
all times presents a false face to its inhabitants, second that under the
opportune eruptions of a big story there is a truth behind that face that
the right nose can track down.

From the moment Waiter sees who is waiting for Hildy outside,
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really from just before that moment, he knows that what he is to do is
to rescue her, or rather arrange for her escape. From what? Not from

what Bruce will call "Your chance for happiness, to have the things
you've always wanted," which is what WaIter roughly, or rather with
heavy irony, will describe as a life "full of adventure," namely the life
of an insurance salesman's wife, "and in Albany, too." But WaIter
knows no more about the worth of adventure than Hildy does; he is in
no position to weigh the comparative values of adventurousness and,
say, insurance. I take it tl1at he is being asked to help her escape not
from unhappiness--what Bruce offers her is something she genuinely
wants--but from a counterfeit happiness, anyway from something de
cisively less for her than something else. There is pain in this decision,
whichever way she turns; it is no wonder she has become confused.

What will constitute her escape? And let us not, in considering this,
be overly confident that WaIter's powers of manipulation, and the uses
to which he will put them, have no limits. His conduct toward Hildy is
guided and limited by two things that he wants back from her in a gen
uine, unmanipulated state, namely the service of her talent as a writer,
and her acknowledgment of her need for him.

The sublime business in WaIter's initial encounter with Bruce (first
pretending to take an old man to be Bruce, then, apprised of his error,
shaking Bruce's umbrella), should again not permanently distract us
from the possibility that Waiter is putting on a performance not for the
sake of its deviousness but for its accuracy; it is directed solely to Hildy
and is something only she is in a position to appreciate. When WaIter
explains his mistake by turning to Hildy to say, "You gave me the im
pression of a much older man," it is not impossible that she had indeed
done so, to someone who knows her as well as Waiter does, and who is
as good a therapist. By the time, a few moments later, WaIter invites
them to lunch and the three of them head for the elevator, each of the
two of them knows the other knows what each of them wants; and each
wants the other to know. By the end of the ensuing restaurant sequence
they both know what the outcome must be. What neither of them
knows is how to arrive at it. As Bruce disappeared into the elevator,
Hildy had held back to say privately, under her breath, "You're wasting
your time, Waiter; won't do you a bit of good"; this already feels as if
she is egging him on. And WaIter's apparently public and conventional
response to her, "No, no, glad to do it," as if she had protested his gen-
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erosity, privately acknowledges her private, or implicit, appeal to him
for help.

An old partner in love showing up apparently unexpectedly with
what is interpreted as a request for advice and help with a new love,
and one not so much unhappy as falsely happy, is also the opening of
Smiles of a Summer Night. Like WaIter, Oesiree may be accused of manip
ulation, but her plan is to produce a context of illumination in which
the one seeking advice comes to recognize his true feelings, espeJcially
toward her. And like WaIter, she begins, after some preliminary re
membering, by providing a meal for her tutee, the consequences of
which are the rest of the plot. (I mention the Bergman film as the merest
glance at one of the paths this book cannot itself follow out, into Euro
pean film. Another such film obviously invoking the project of remar
riage is Renoir's Rules of the Game (1939); a less obvious instance is Bres
son's Les Dames du Bois de Boulogne (1945). It is also pertinent that Smiles

of a Summer Night alludes to The Marriage of Figaro and, by negation, to
Der Rosenkavalier.)

The restaurant sequence with WaIter, Hildy, and Bruce is brilliant
and satisfying beyond praise. It takes place in the only comforting en
vironment in a film of claustrophobic sets. But the beauty of the se
quence lies in the way it plays for these characters, especially for the
central pair. This is essential to the working of the sequence. The set
ting is made to work as their home, both in its palpable atmosphere of
conviviality and in its familiarity to them. It is something rather more
than Walt~r and Hildy's home away from home, since pretty clearly
they had had no home at home. They were always other places; that

. was in brief her grounds for divorce. Accordingly, they are as if enter
taining a guest-it is they, not Waiter alone, who give this party; just as
it is they who are manipulating Bruce, not WaIter alone, from the time
Hildy makes up a story, naturally for the best reason in the world, to
get Bruce to put his money in his hat. ("In your hat," she repeats em
phatically, joining a line of allusions in the film to the behind, that fa
vorite location of Howard Hawks's, that contains "under her Piazza,"
"right in the Classified Ads," and a woman with a wart on her named
Fanny. These allusions invariably invoke an exclusive fellowship.)
Their guest is one whose value they disagree about, but they dispute it
within a family agreement-within, I wish to teach us to say, a conver
sation-{)f a profundity and complexity the guest cannot begin to
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fathom. The kicks on the shin Hildy gives WaIter under the table are
familiar gestures of propriety and intimacy; and the pair communicate
not only by way of feet and hand signals but in a lingo and tempo, and
about events present and past, that Bruce can have no part in. They
simply appreciate one another more than either of them appreciates any
one else, and they would rather be appreciated by one another more
than by anyone else. They just are at home with one another, whether
or not they can live together under the same roof, that is, find a roof
they can live together under.

I mention several features of their intimacy which this film picks up
quite unmodified from the laws of the genre of remarriage. There is the
early, summary declaration that this woman has recently been created,
and created by this man. What he created her from was a "doll-faced
hick," which thus satisfies the law that they knew one another in child
hood, anyway in a life before their shared adulthood. And what he
created out of her was a newspaperman. This creation accordingly
hinges with the further feature in which accepted differences between
the genders are made into problems, several related ones. The conven
tional distribution of physical vanity, first of all, is reversed. Our open
ing glimpse of WaIter is of him primping, and soon he will be giving
himself a flower to wear, as though dressing for battle. It takes a while
for Hildy's comparative casualness about her looks to reveal itself, an
occasion, for example, to notice the way she grabs her hat and coat or
peels them off for chasing a piece of news or for the work of hammer
ing it out on the typewriter. The question which of them is the active
and which the passive partner is treated at the close of their initial in
terview as a gag, as in Bringing Up Baby, about who is following whom,
or about who should be. In His Girl Friday it takes the form of issues
about who is to go first down the aisle through the city room and about
who is to hold a door and a gate open for whom.

The gag is awarded one of the four beautiful long tracking shots the
film allows itself, this one following the pair from WaIter's office to the
outer lobby to meet Bruce. This passage reverses in parallel the earlier
passage that tracks Hildy's entering path from Bruce to WaIter's office.
But that earlier, preparatory passage had been even more explicitly
rhetorical. The tracking motion was compounded there, heightened, by
being handed back and forth, in a shot-reverse shot between Hildy's
gaze and the successive gazes of those with whom she exchanges greet-
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to you, and I take it to signify that what we are to experience is an anti
soap opera, a work meant to challenge the words and moods of popular
romance, hence to invoke those words and moods at every turn. (A re
lation is being established here to other Hollywood film genres.) An
example of the working of the lingo of these films is WaIter's impa
tiently muttering, "Oh, oh, now the moon's out!" as he is contemplating
ways to remove the desk with Earl WiIliams in it out of the Press Room,
thus invoking what Dexter in The Philadelphia Story will call a jealous
goddess as in this context an inconvenient fact.

The restaurant sequence is the central time HiIdy and WaIter are
seated together, conversing, rather than walking fast or talking fast. In
the previous sequence, in his office, they momentarily perch them
selves on the edges of things, such as desks, awkwardly, and the pos
ture of sitting down is given a specific interpretation by WaIter, as he
holds his arms out to Hildy, pats his knees to indicate where he's invit
ing her to sit down and says, "You know there's always been a light
burning in the window for you," to which she retorts, "I jumped out of
that window a long time ago." As the film is closing in the Criminal
Courts Building they are seated together again. But to say how this
comes about, and what it means, we first have to know what place the
Criminal Courts Building is, I mean what its place is in this narrative.

HIS GIRL FRIDAY

IT IS A PLACE seemingly so unlike any other place we witness in the re
maining comedies of the genre of remarriage as itself to cast doubt on
the placement of this film within the genre. In each of the other in
stances some pastoral alternative exists to the desperations of city life,
whereas in His Girl Friday we move from the watchfulness of a city
room to the sleeplessness of an all-night vigil in an even darker region
of the city. This suggests a distinction between satiric and romantic
comedy that would assign His Girl Friday to the satiric side, away from
the six I wish to put it with. In Chapter 1I had occasion to quote Frye's
contrasting of Shakespearean and Jonsonian comedy to the effect that
the latter inspired the realistic comedy of manners that became the
dominant tradition of comedy on the English stage, and suggesting that
,Shakespearean romantic comedy may be said to have survived only in
opera. Now listen to a different inflection of the distinction between
Jonsonian and Shakespearean comedy as drawn by Nevill Coghill in

T'.'...··'",
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ings. These exchanges affirm a special attentiveness the camera pays to
Hildy, both in the lyrical impulse to follow her and return to her and in
the knowledge it registers of the anxiety in walking back into the famil
iar room and greeting these inquiring faces after an absence of the four
months in Reno and then Bermuda. But there is something more. The
reverse shot of the faces Hildy greets is taken from a distinct point of
view, I would like to say an implicitly occupied point of view, but it is

J

emphatically not Hildy's. It is a point just ahead of Hildy's progress,
as though something is anticipating her arrival, preparing the way
for her.

This movement and position had itself been prepared by the preced
ing movement, the opening shot of the film, in which the camera moved
the length of the city room from right to left, that is from what we will
learn to be the direction of WaIter's office. It stops at Rosalind Russell
just entering, waits while she exchanges a few words with the telephone
operators, a few more with Ralph Bellamy, and then accompanies her
back to, we discover, Walter, as if it had come from him exactly for the
purpose of guiding or taking her back. From this beginning pair of
tracking shots, therefore, there is established the possibility that leading
someone, as opposed to following someone, has its own gallantry.

I note that the title His Girl Friday implies a certain order or prece
dence between the members of the pair; it is evidently the case that,
like the man Friday, Hildy is meant to do the work, or to be, as she puts
it, WaIter's errand boy. The implication that the pair are survivors, as in
Robinson Crusoe, is perfectly apt to the tale we are to see unfold, as will
emerge. But the title equally alludes, I cannot but think, to a popular
radio serial of the period, "Our Gal Sunday." The daily narrative lead
in to each episode of the serial spoke of "a story about a girl from a
small mining town in the West [a doll-faced hick?] which asks the
question whether she can find happiness with a rich and titled
Englishman." I do not require that serious viewers of this film accept a
memory of this lead-in as aparodistic description of the relation in this
film of Rosalind Russell to Cary Grant; any more than I require that
such viewers recognize that in WaIter's late line, "The last person that
said that to me was Archie Leach a week before he cut his throat," Cary
Grant is mentioning his original (English) name. Any good comedy is
apt to like some inside jokes that it can afford to throwaway. But the
allusion to the soap opera title I regard as unmistakable, once it occurs
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They simply appreciate one another more than either of

them appreciates anyone else, and they would rather be

appreciated by one another than by anyone else. They

just are at home with one another, whether or not they
can live together under the same roof.

"The Basis of Shakespearean Comedy." Jonsonian comedy is "The Sa
°tiric"; it "concerns a middle way of life, town dwellers, humble and
private people. It pursues the principal characters with some bitterness
for their vices and teaches what is useful in life and what is to be
avoided. The Romantic [or Shakespearean comedy] expresses the idea
that life is to be grasped [that is, not avoided]. It is the opposite of Trag
edy in that the catastrophe solves all confusions and misunderstandings
by some happy turn of events. It commonly included love-making and
running off with girls"; "love is essentially an aristocratic experience;
that is, an experience only possible to natures capable of refinement, be
they high-born or low. In search of this refine~ent, Shakespeare began
to imagine and explore what we have come to call his 'golden world' ...
It was a world of adventure and the countryside, where Jonson's was a
world of exposure and the city." These are useful words. Allow me one
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more quotation: "Jonson's characters (representing ... humors ... ) suf
fer no changes ... compared with the comedies of Shakespeare, those
of Ben Jonson are no laughing matter. The population he chooses for
his comedies in part accounts for this: it is a congeries of cits, parvenus,
mountebanks, cozeners, dupes, braggarts, bullies, and bitches. No one
loves anyone. If we are shown virtue in distress, it is the distress, not
the virtue that matters. All this is done with an incredible, stupendous
force of style."* '

And yet for all the obvious and painful pertinence of these observa
tions about the satiric to His Girl Friday, that film is still a story of the
adventure of love. And while it is fully true of these characters that
"they suffer no change," uniquely true among the members of the
genre of remarriage, what we might call the pair's attitude toward this
fundamental fact about themselves does undergo decisive alteration. It
can be taken to be the goal of this narrative, which as elsewhere in the
genre means the goal of the woman's education, to demonstrate that
change in or by the object of her love is unthinkable, and that this is
after all acceptable to her. The education will have its bitterness, but
sweetness, apparently, enough.

It would be reasonable to describe His Girl Friday as the introduction
of a Shakespearean leading pair into a Jonsonian environment. (This
could be a way of describing what Hawks did to The Front Page in, as it is
put, turning Hildy into a woman. The consequences he explores of this
change are surely not less than those released in turning Plautus's
identical male twins into one male and one female twin, as in the
progress from The Comedy of Errors to Twelfth Night.) Such a description
means little omorethan the justifications that might be given in its be
half, and I understand what I take to be the main justification for it to
show the following asymmetry: the Jonsonian setting does not predict
or require, if it is to contain a pair in love, that the love should be like
this (so much might be taken as proven by The Front Page); whereas the
Shakespearean pair does predict, or require, that if they are to inhabit a
Jonsonian environment, it should function as the Press Room of the

Criminal Courts Building functions. This, if true, allows me to keep and
to use this film as a full member of the genre of remarriage.

The Criminal Courts Building occurs at a point, and plays the role,

• In Shakespeare Criticism 1935-1960, selected by A. Ridler (London: Oxford University
Press, 1970).
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that in at least four of the six other members of the genre is played by
what Nevill Coghill refers to as "the golden world", what Frye calls,
and I have been calling after him, "the green world". It is a place to
which the action moves after an opening in a big city; the place within
which the plot complicates and then resolves itself; a place beyond the
normal world, where the normal laws of the world are interfered with; a

place of perspective and education. But in this film this place i~ a terri
ble world, not golden, not green; a black world. The amusements in it

are provided by joyless card-playing; by the voyeurism of Stairway
Sam (the Shapely of It Happened One Night, still at it); by derisive wise
cracks against both the defenseless and those in political power; by
gallows humor. These diversions make for a certain camaraderie
among the reporters, but the diversions of the prisoners elsewhere in
the building would be composed of similar pleasures and make for an
analogous camaraderie. Otherwise the setting is .one of rumor, distor
tion, falsehood, corruption, brutality, a certain picture of the world of
news, a certain picture of the world at large. The principal instrument
of this world is the telephone, a forest of which dominate the table in

the center of the Press Room. This instrument at once shows the report
ers' attachment to this one thread of communication with 'the world

outside, and their isolation from that world. This black world, finally, is
presided over by a huge, central, artificial light, the inversion, or carica
ture, of the light of the natural world, the green one.

Notwithstanding, it is here that Hildy suffers her rebirth of feeling,
prompted in particular by talking to WaIter over their special distance
of the telephone.

Go to the moment at which, furious with WaIter for having had
Bruce arrested on a phony charge, she is standing at the doorway, be
longings in hand, and making her speech of farewell to the chumps of
the newspaper game, delivering her declaration of freedom, of her es
cape to normal life. Machine gun shots ring out, and then a warning
bell and a siren signal a prison break. These violent sounds of emer
gency are as if in response to Hildy's speech. They have a farcical, or
symptomatic, aptness to Hildy's claim to be getting out, that is, break
ing out. "What's going on?" a reporter yells out of the window. A voice
from nowhere replies, "Earl Williams escaped!" Given a moment's
thought we might almost laugh at the implied comment or conspiracy
of the world, mobilizing itself to prevent Hildy from escaping, but there
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is no time for the laugh to express itself, or to recognize itself as such, so
its energy further heightens the excitement of the moment. To the ex

tent that our more settled idea is that the alarm is as of a conspiracy
against her, or let us say, a piece of bad fortune, then the implied com
ment is that Hildy can no more escape this edifice, and what it means,
than Earl Williams can. But to the extent that we read her as wanting
the escape not from WaIter but from Bruce, that is, an escape from her
separation from Waiter, then our idea of the alarm is as of a piece of
good fortune, a perfect diversion to cover her getaway.

In either case, her fate is linked with Earl's, either to suffer it or to
write about it, or somehow both. And in both cases WaIter is behind all

of this. We do not have to imagine that he could foretell or control spe
cifically what would happen when he sent Hildy to this place, but he
knows enough both about her and about this place to know that her
fortune will strike home there. That is to say, he knows that her fate is
to link up with Earl's.

The camera insists on this link from the early moments of her entry
into the black world, her descent into the cell of death to interview Earl.

Another pair of its few openly rhetorical moments are spent on this in
terview. The sequence opens with an extreme high-angle shot of her
entrance into the space containing Earl's isolated cage; its last shot but
one is a return to a medium shot of Hildy in profile, almost, as it is lit, in
silhouette, immediately backed by the bars that Earl is immediately
fronted by. The sequence reads to me, in outline, as follows.

The shots derive from German expressionist cinema, another hom
age from Hollywood. The point here is to declare the shots as meant to

contain visual projections of a character's psychological state, and spe
cifically as meant to turn the part of the world made visible into an ex

perience of mood, a certain form of hauntedness. The high-angle en
trance shot is, so conceived, inherently ambiguous. It is first of all a
reflection of the woman's expansion of consciousness. She can see the

whole of the situation, as we can see the whole of Earl's cage, including
its top horizonal bars, emphasizing a prisoner's absolute loss of privacy,
of subjection to visibility, as if to being filmed. The condemned man is
not merely a story to Hildy; she is drawn to such a story. But at the
same time the extreme angle expresses her distance, or estrangement,
from her feeling, but in such a way as to prove that she is capable of
genuine feeling, that this is what her struggle is about. The strategy of
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her interview is to manipulate Earl's untutored and tortured sensibility
so that he produces a piece of nonsense she can use in her writing about
him to dramatize his insanity and hence to make a case for granting
him a reprieve. The piece of nonsense is to have him say that he fired
the gun and killed a man because he had heard a soapbox orator speak
of "production for use" and he had this gun and after all the use of a
gun is to shoot. He is momentarily heartened by the sanity of the ~xpla
nation. What her strategy comes to is to convert a socialist thought that
is perhaps about a precommodity economy or perhaps about using the
resources of industrial society to produce goods that meet real and
comprehensible human needs into a thought of consuming a commod
ity whether one has a need for it or not, and in particular in such a way
that it is destructive. Is the moral that socialist ideas are mad or is it that

capitalist practice drives one mad? The reporters seem perfectly pre
pared to believe either, or rather both. Having victimized Earl, this time
for his own good, and having gotten what she came for, Hildy with
draws into profile. She is turned equally from Earl and from us, private
to the universe of news. She is alive to herself, to her reality, privacy
intact, but not necessarily in possession of a:name for what is going on
in her.

She gets up, pauses on her way out, and deliv€rs a remarkable line (I
believe it was Manny Farber who first isolated it for attention): "Good
bye Earl. Good luck." I gloss the line, said then by this woman to this
man there, in the following way: "I know you Earl and if you could
know anything you would know me. We are both victims of a heartless
world, and condemned to know it. The best the likes of you and me can
hope for is a reprieve from it, on grounds of insanity. Good luck to us
both."

This is my formulation of a piece of the knowledge of herself WaIter
dispatched her to acquire. But it is not quite hers yet; she still requires
the experience of the forces arrayed against accepting the knowledge,
the force of her struggle against giving up on what I called her counter
feit happiness, the panic in intending to divorce herself from her di
vorce of WaIter. This is what she learns when the alarm is sounded.

The others, the men, rush out, no more doubting the relevance of the

emergency than prison guards would. She is alone, abandoned to her
thoughts, captured by the moment; then she suddenly comes to life,
starts throwing off her hat and coat, grabs the phone and asks for
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WaIter Burns quick, finishes getting stripped for action and, after filling
him in, says excitedly, "Don't worry, I'm on the job!" We cut to a scene
of her outside, overtaking Dooley, the death cell guard she had earlier
bribed to get the interview with Earl, and stopping him with a flying
tackle, making sure we know her to be a newspaper man. Then with a
cut back to the still empty Press Room a new mood is set, a new depar
ture prepared.

The abandoned telephones are ringing urgently, hungrily, and the
camera moves solicitously, close-up (it is the fourth of the tracking
shots we counted earlier) along the length of the table they line. The
movement is from right to left, as in the camera's opening gesture of the
film; and, as in that gesture, it is dispatched to await one, the same one,
whom it will thereupon stay with. The film is as if making a new be
ginning. As the camera waits, having moved away from the door and
now watching it from the opposite end of the table, Hildy is not the first
to enter. One reporter, then another, arrives and departs having fed the
telephones with "more slop from the hanging/' tidbits side-lit from a
story these reporters have yet to find. When Hildy shows up, closes the
door behind her for privacy, gets WaIter on the line, and says to him,
"I've got the real story, I've got it exclusive, and it's a pip. The jail break
of your dreams ... /' we witness a new tone in her conversation with
WaIter, or doubtless an old one. She is cooing at him. The tone is one of
intimacy, one that other people normally reserve for intimacies, or that
normal people reserve for other intimacies. She is as if making a new
beginning ..("The jail break of your dreams" indeed. There is no doubt
in my mind that this refers both to WaIter's wishes as an editor and to
his desires as a suitor in having sent Hildy to find her fate, that is to find
him, in this place.) And after Earl enters through the window, crazed,
waving the gun, and fires in response to a snapped window shade,
Hildy grabs the gun, and then grabs the phone, calling breathlessly into
the line to her newspaper, to whoever is on the other end, "Tell WaIter
I need him." This completes her education. She knows where she is.

We have, as viewers, by now received instruction from the film about
where we are as welt I mean about where it places us, which means, as
it does in each of our other films, how it places its own images, accounts
for their provenance and their presentation. We have, for example,
been given to think about some relation the camera is proposing be
tween itself and those otherwise abandoned ringing phones as it, along
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with them, awaits a human being to respond, to them and to it. Fiction
ally, of course, there is an invisible someone at the other end of the
phones, but in fact it is we who are invisibly at the other end, calling
upon these figures, called by them. This seems to me confirmed by the
times we cut from Hildy's end of a conversation to insets, as it were, of
WaIter or of Bruce, to witness their end; each time it seems to me that
we are as if displaced by their appearance, though of course only in
order that we might be called upon in turn by them.

A key to this film's placement of its images, or displacement of us
before them, is to understand the light it gives us to see by. And here
we have to consider what that monstrous, sadistic examination light is
that Dr. Egelhofer, the alienist, turns on Earl as he examines him. (If it is
supposed to be taken as a light by which prisoners are ordinarily inter
rogated then the doctor's sadism is merely an extension of the ordinary
sadism of that world.) This first of all raises the question not merely, as
Hawks for one among countless many had asked before, whether the
psychiatrist or his patient is the crazier, but whether he or this patient
who has killed a man is the more violent. But Hawks implicates us in
this question by making Dr. Egelhofer's hateful examination light, with
its enormous black tub reflector, a duplicate of the ceiling lights that
occur in each of the rooms of the Criminal Courts 'Building as their sole
source of illumination. According to my memory, these lights occur in
just about all the shots in the Press Room but I call special attention to a
repeated camera set-up in which one ceiling fixture hangs, as it were, in
the middle of the frame and from its upper edge. I infer that we are
shown these events, from the moment the lights in that room are nota-

.. bly turned on, under the same illumination Dr. Egelhofer goes by. Then
we are to ask ourselves how our understanding of its subjects differs
from this inquisitor's understanding, how our satisfactions in knowing
them show a firmer sense of reciprocity with them. The light under
which we examine these figures thus becomes a light under which we
are subject to examination. We would do well, accordingly, to make
this too an examination by ourselves. This strikes me as another parable
of criticism, of its obligation to say something for the experience of
fered to it.

If we provisionally accept this definition of ourselves, ourselves as
viewers; functioning within the lights of this film, in the position at once
of inquisitors and of victims, as Hildy is, then can we understand our-
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selves as needing and hoping for, using the words I used to express
Hildy's farewell to Earl, a reprieve from a heartless world? What, a little
more spelled out, is the heartlessness of the black world of this film?

If we say that this specifically means that this world is not fashioned
according to the heart's desire, and indeed that it cannot so much as
project for itself a world so fashioned (although it does hope for reform;
as it puts it, for a new government like LaGuardia's in New York), this
just amounts to repeating that this is not a Shakespearean comic world
of romance. It nevertheless has its pleasures. We alluded to two of them
earlier in speaking of WaIter's capacities, the search for truth and for
adventure. Finding and publishing the truth is a source of pleasure even
if you cannot make the truth prevail, and it is itself described and de- .
picted as an adventure. That it can be an adventure means that the
world is still, however corrupted, knowable, and the truth of it pub
lishable, and hence that both the truth and the world have a chance.

A related, derived pleasure, and a further pa~ of what allows there to
be adventure, lies in knowing the real value of things. This knowledge,
which I earlier called knowing the falseness of the face of the world, is
epitomized in an exchange that strikes me as immensely funnier than it
has, I believe, struck the audiences I have attended it with. Hildy has
just phoned WaIter telling him that she has the real story and says that
it cost her 450 dollars which she wants back right away. WaIter covers
the mouthpiece of the phone and says to Louis, his crooked Puck, "I've
got to have 450 dollars worth of counterfeit money," to which Louis im
mediately replies, feeling his breast pockets, "Can't carry that much
Boss." WaIter says, "No, no, I mean just 450 counterfeit," to which
Louis immediately replies, "Oh sure, Boss, I got that much on me."
What I think causes the particular hilarity I feel in this exchange is
Louis's unearthly freedom from certain human concerns together with
his easy, expert, if displaced assurance in his knowledge of the precise
relation between appearance and reality. At the opposite end of the
spiritual world there is Bruce's somewhat displaced, concerned praise
of life insurance to WaIter: "Of course it doesn't help you much while
you're alive. It's afterwards that's important," upon which WaIter
laughs heartily and then stops abruptly saying "I don't get it." Now no
body could be more absolutely this-worldly than WaIter, so it is hardly
surprising that this representative of life as adventure finds the placing
of greater importance on after-life than on aliveness to be incompre-
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The high-angle entrance shot is first of all a reflection of

the woman's expansion of consciousness, She can see the

whole of the situation, as we can see the whole of Earl's

cage, including its top horizontal bars, emphasizing a

prisoner's absolute loss of privacy, of subjection to visi

bility, as if to being filmed,

hensible, (I shall not forbear noting that an assertion of this-worldli
ness, that is of mortality, is one of the most insistent of Desiree's attrib
utes in Smiles of a Summer Night, the burden, for example, of her beauti
ful song in the final act of the drama, in the pavillion. I do not wish to
harp on her relation to WaIter, but this conjunction of references to a
secular world suggests a further line of investigation in thinking of
these comedies, a suggestion of mankind abandoned to itself.)

I think, beyond this, that the idea of an "afterwards," as WaIter must
repond to this, means what we mean by "consequences," and it is the
characteristic of what we will doubtless read as WaIter's amorality that
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he seems to lack altogether the concept of his actions as having moral
consequences, If one does not consign him to moral idiocy, then his
transcendence of consequences makes him the embodiment of the idea
of life as improvisation. And here again the concept of improvisation,
which I keep finding fundamental to the experience of film, is funda
mental to the understanding of what one of its significant instances is
about.

This heartless yet not quite hopeless world also has ugliness in it, not
just the ugliness of obvious brutes and bullies, but a subtler kind, more
pervasive, An instance is Waiter's appearance at the instant Molly
Malloy throws herself out of the window and his apparent refusal to
respond to this act. It will be hard at first to avoid interpreting this re
fusal as his sheer indifference to suffering, or a refusal to be distracted
by anything that makes no difference to his immediate plans. This feels
ugly, as if something ugly is being done to us in being shown such a
moment. A moment that seems to me to bear comparison with this rev
elation is Falstaff's stabbing of Hotspur's dead body. For each of these
problematic sources of fun, it is an absolute truth that when life is over
everything is over, There is freedom in this view, but also cruelty; we
are instructed not to romanticize it. I think, beyond such significance,
this brutal, ugly conjunction of events is an acknowledgment from
Howard Hawks about the nature of the control a film director exercises
over the viewer of film, in particular of the way in which the process of
editing, the power to conjoin in principle anything with anything, can at
will grab attention by the feet and dash its brains out against a flick
ering wall.

Perhaps, on further reflection, WaIter's apparent indifference is a re
fusal to jeopardize an urgent plan, itself a matter of life and death, by
attending to something to which he can make no difference. The others
who rush to the scene can do nothing for Molly that is not already
being done by those already there, and WaIter will not stoop to treating
the merely painful as though it is important as news. WaIter's world is
one of present crisis and catastrophe, where such things happen. "This
is war, Hildy," he will soon say to convince her she must stay with him
on the job. A normal person will understand this to mean that at such a
time normal concerns are in abeyance, But for WaIter there is no other
time. Does this mean that for him nothing is normal? Then it must

1
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peace; and later in the Treatise Locke describes the condition of the state
of nature as, while free and equal, "full of fears and continual dangers,"
which is the reason, after all, men are willing to quit this condition and
seek to join in society with others. But Locke's late description sounds
suspiciously like Hobbes's understanding of the state of nature, which
he identifies as a state of war. For Hobbes seems to mean by speaking
in this regard of war something like fear and danger, or insecurity and
uncertainty. He says: "as the nature of foul weather lieth not in a
shower or two of rain, but in an inclination thereto of many days to
gether; so the nature of war consisteth not in actual fighting, but in the
known disposition thereto, during all the time there is no assurance to
the contrary." We might try thinking of this as a lack of life insurance .
"Whatsoever therefore is consequent to a time of war, where every
man is enemy to every man; the same is consequent to the time,
wherein men live without other security than what their own strength
and their own invention shall furnish them witha1." We might think of
this invention as the power of improvisation. Still, there is good reason
for Locke to object to the identification of the state of nature with a state
of war. His aim is to understand the ending of a state of nature in its
replacement by a civil state based on a contract of consent. This is not a
conceivable ending of a war. Whatever one's conceptual doubts about
this source of America's ideals, it is altogether important about Locke's
notion of a state of nature that it was not merely or simply a useful
conceptual fiction but equally a matter of experience. It is he, in the
century before Oavid Hume made the question more famous, who
says, "It is often asked as a mighty objection, 'Where are or ever were
there any men in such a state of nature?' "; to which he responds that
"the world never was, nor ever will be, without numbers of men in that
state." He instances Princes (that is, absolute monarchs) as being in a
state of nature with respect to their subjects, because there is between
them "no common, higher appeal"; and he instances on the same
ground the relation of independent governments to one another.

Is there a "common, higher appeal" between the members cast to
gether and made visible in His G.irl Friday-between Earl or Molly and
the reporters or the sheriff or the mayor, or between any of these and
Waiter? These are not safely academic questions for, let us say, Ameri
cans (of whatever origin), whose creation and continuation, invoking
questions of union and secession, was and is always in doubt, as befits a

LOCKE,it is true, in his Second Treatise of Government objects to "some
persons who have gone so far as to confuse the state of nature with a
state of war" whereas they are as different from one another, in his
words, as "a state of peace, goodwill, mutual assistance and preserva
tion~' is different from" a state of enmity, malice, violence and mutual
destruction." This does not say that the state of nature is a state of
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equally mean that for him nothing is abnorma1. Hildy would have un
derstood this, in her way, when she said to him, "You wouldn't know a
half-way normal life if you saw one."

WaIter might even assume Molly knew what she was doing, even
admire it as a successful piece of improvisation, not sympathizing with
it exactly, but seeing it as an image of his own actions. The trickster
knows that he is open to consequences, to their trickiness, if no~ by the
tricks of others then by those of fortune; he merely cannot wait to act
upon their calculation. When at the conclusion he puts himself in the
hands of an unseen power he in effect declares that his own power is
only mortal, without certainty, without insurance; and he had early on
expressed his feeling that Hildy had tricked him into marrying her in
the first place-not, evidently, that he minds one way or the other, as
long as they are together, but facts are facts. And is it a fact that Molly's
leap from the window is an improvised diversion? The act allows her to
protect the other two victims she is allied with, to absorb their suffering
into her own. "Why are you asking her where Earl is? She don't know,
only I know ... Now you'll never find out." It is with such words,
screamed at the crowd of bullying men, that she leaps. So we know also
that the gesture is one of rage at those men, and I take it as a gesture of
ugliness, to curse them. This seems to me to est.ablish a further bond
between her and WaIter, permitting his acceptance of her act. He need
not feel that its accusation is leveled at him; he may even take confir
mation from it. (In this connection remember Hildy's early statement to
WaIter about her having jumped out of a certain window a long time
ago, roughly to save herself from him. This is a curious confirmation
that Hildy's alignment with Earl is purified by Waiter's, not her, align
ment with Molly.)

Perhaps WaIter's world of war is not exactly a normal world, but it is,
as Thomas Hobbes and John Locke had painted it, a state of nature.
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noble experiment. Then the concept of marriage, understood as remar
riage, as a search for reaffirmation, is not merely an analogy of the so
cial bond, or a comment upon it, but it is a further instance of experi
mentation in consent and reciprocity. Thus does marriage again
become of national importance.

WaIter's late appeal to an unseen power is ambiguous as between an
invocation of the "common, higher appeal" which is the mar.i<of the
existence of a state of society and that" appeal to heaven" whiCh Locke
takes as the mark of a state of war, for example, of the call to revolu
tion. WaIter speaks to Hildy as though revolution is at stake; and when
he sketches a vision for her of her chance to throw out a corrupt gov
ernment and put in a new; and describes this as "moving up to a new
class," a remark which elicits from her a mysterious and startled,
"Huh?"; it is quite as if WaIter is promising that she may be the mother
of her country, or anyway be something that is just as good, if not the
same, as being married. But of course WaIter's claim that this is war has
no privileged knowledge as to whether Hobbes's or Locke's fantasies
better fit our society. Indeed it is deliberately ambiguous in its fictional
position. What is the "this" that is war? Does he mean reforming the
state; or getting a story; or moving into a new class; or is it merely love,
in which, as in war, all is reputedly fair?

I MENTIONED in my reading of The Lady Eve that His Girl Friday, notably
among the comedies of remarriage, does not end, even by implication,
with a request for forgiveness by the man and woman of one another,

.. and I suggested that this is a way of understanding the terrible darkness
of this comedy. It is a darkness shared explicitly in our genre, and there
not so relentlessly, only by It Happened One Night, which is also the only
other member of the genre without a localized green world. But there
is, in each of the others, some glimpse of an ugliness in the world out
side, within which, or surrounded by which, the actions we witness
take place. In particular, a glimpse of the failure of civilization to, let me
say, make human beings civil. Each shows a world in which beings
view others as objects of entertainment and scandal, as unequal to
themselves, and would exclude others from civilization, treating them
with a civilized ugliness (the father's treatment of the mother in The

Philadelphia Story, Sidney Kidd's treatment of anyone and everyone, the
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mother-in-law and the fiancee's parents in The Awful Truth); or they
show beings whose weirdness suggests that civilization has been unable
to recruit them as equal to itself, who cannot be imagined to survive
outside the particular environment that knows them (the Sheriff and
the Colonel in Bringing Up Baby); or they show worlds in which law
lessness and order as a whole are explicitly in struggle (The Lady Eve;

Adam's Rib). Then the issue of these comedies is how we are given to
understand the relation of the pair we predominantly care about to this
surrounding world, how it is that they escape its evils sufficiently to
find happiness in it.

WaIter Burns's answer, as said, is the capacity for adventure, so far
construed as the capacity for improvisation, for the lack of insurance.
(Improvisation and the capacity for taking risks are characterized as
virtues in an early essay of mine entitled "Music Discomposed.") * But
this is at most a necessary, not a sufficient, condition for his happiness,
which requires the presence of Hildy to share the adventure. And the
world must have room in it for this capacity. For what is adventure
without a world?

While this black world is without forgiveness, it has in it, as we
know, and as required by the law of the genre, its equivalent, namely
the possibility of reprieve, a real, if in each case temporary, relief from
the pain of the world. And the temporary might be as good as the per
manent if it lasts long enough or recurs reliably enough. How do we get
a reprieve? Where does it come from?

It comes via Mr. Pettibone, who comes, he says, from the Governor.
It should give us to think how it is that this apparently witless, hapless
being can have found his way to the Criminal Courts Building, and
even somehow been in touch with the Governor, who he seems the
only one to know has gone from fishing to duck hunting, since the
Mayor as well as the Morning Post has been trying to get the Governor
on the telephone for days. When Mr. Pettibone returns at the last pos
sible moment and makes himself clear at least to WaIter, Waiter's
elated response is to cry, "What did I tell you? There is an unseen
power that protects the Post. " These are elaborate hints that we are to
give the character of Mr. Pettibone and his errand sufficiently mytho
logical attention. Dropping in at just the last moment with the item to

• In Must We Mean What We Say?
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prevent catastrophe, this spirit comes not from a machine exactly (un
less you are willing already to accept the presence of the film image,
and its power of credibility, as machine enough), but from a doorway
through which he is trying to maneuver an open umbrella or say para
chute, or say caduceus, as of Hermes, the messenger. His touch of
madness and good humor is still intact, as if these qualities are the
surest protection in the world from the world's corruption. He seems to
me the spirit of comedy itself, responding to our insatiable desire for
happiness, acceptable in the form of reprieve. As for the Governor, or
unseen power, from whom he comes, I appeal to the characteristic ac
knowledgment the directors of these films give of their presence in
them by use of the concepts of magic and of invisibility.

Evidently some relation is being proposed between Bruce and Mr.
Pettibone. Both carry umbrellas through thick and thin, both are family
men, and both pride themselves on being honorable. Mr. Pettibone
reappears only when Bruce has gone for good. Is this to remind us that
the values Bruce represents are, after all, indispensable to our salvation?
Or is it to confirm that comedic luck, to which happiness is tied, cannot
appear as long as we try to tie up fate with insurance? Bruce carries his
umbrella for a prudential reason; if it doesn't rain the thing is useless,
an appendage, an excrescence. Mr. Pettibone carries his for spiritual
reasons, out of his sense of his identity, to ornament his worth, as in an
excess of energy. Mr. Pettibone's relation to Bruce associates him with
Hildy, thus suggesting that it is Hildy's presence that brings WaIter
luck.

But how are we, who are we, to require and to receive the benefit of
.. this reprieve? I have so far only tried to indicate why it is that we, who

are condemned, as I imagine Hildy to be acknowledging in her salute to
Earl, to know the heartlessness of the world, stand in need of reprieve,
that is, how it is that our position as inquisitors makes us victims of our
own viewing. But actually to receive the benefit of the reprieve we have
to develop what it means to interpret our position in being viewers as a
position of being victims.

Victimization constitutes an interpretation of the passiveness of
viewing. In "On Makavejev On Bergman" I propose that recent films of

Bergman and of Makavejev show how the action of what is exhibited
by projecting images on a screen may be treated mythologically as what
Nietzsche calls, in The Gay Science, action at a distance, which is his in-
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terpretation of a man's reaction to women (or, as I suppose, of the rela
tion of the masculine to·the feminine side of human character). This
proposes a mythology, in a word, of the seductiveness of film; of art,
therefore, to the extent that film is art. Bergman and Makavejev under
stand the screen, accordi.ng to this way of thinking, as reflecting for us a
way of considering things that presented in themselves would turn us
to stone. Call these things elements in our horror of our sexuality, of
our existence with others in the world. The point of the myth is that our
condition as passive, as victim, might damn or might save us, might
darken or illuminate us, depending upon whether we are impassive or
receptive to the experience offered us, closed or open to it. I want the
idea of receptiveness here to hark back to the mark that Heidegger, and
I have claimed Emerson before him, requires of genuine thinking. *

Naturally I would like to understand what I mean by reading a film as a
mode of this thinking.

I have proposed that what constitutes a reprieve from the pain of the
world is what WaIter Burns means by the capacity for adventure. Then
Hildy's reprieve is her acceptance of the adventure with Waiter, of the
old adventure, for we have already noted that no change is in view. But
what is this adventure for her? Is it merely, for example, as the con
cluding image suggests, their running out of the door of the Press
Room, him first, to cover a strike (in Albany, too!) instead of finally
going on a honeymoon? She is holding the bag, a fact emphasized by
WaIter's saying to her over his shoulder,"Shouldn't you carry that in
your hand?" This situation is no doubt a little insane, enough to serve
as grounds for a reprieve. But let us consider what an improvised hon
eymoon of this kind means to them. We know from their recent, re
lieved exchange about a former tight spot (in which they could have
gone to jail for stealing a stomach [it was a piece of evidence in a trial]
and in which while they were unmarried and hiding out for a week they
stole pleasures for which, as WaIter reminds her, they could also have
gone to jail), as well as from their reminiscences in front of Bruce at the
restaurant, that their adventures covering stories on the road have been
the occasions of memorable sexual encounters between them. In such a

case who, one might think, needs what the world calls a honeymoon?
And then there is, at almost the last words of the film, WaIter's at last

* "Thinking of Emerson," in The Senses of Walden, expanded ed.
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sitting down to continue his frenetic talk with Duffy about preparing
the front page for the story Hildy is hammering out at his side. He sits
down at the moment and as the expression of his conviction that Bruce
is leaving without Hildy. Their being seated together at the same table
means what it meant from the beginning, that they are at home. And if
they can be at home in that black world, they are at home anywhere, at
home in the world. They have achieved the goal of romance. (It is this
fact of their being home, rather than their plain isolation from the rest
of the world, an isolation that is emphasized in all of the other comedies
of remarriage save, for good reason, The Philadelphia Story, that claims
their relation to Robinson Crusoe and Friday.)

So she has a home after all, the one that adventure can give her. It is
not all of happiness, but nothing on earth is. And what happiness there
is has demanded, as suggested, her conspiracy in the ruthlessness of its
pursuit. The most telling conspiracy is her acceptance of Louis's pack
ing off over his shoulder the woman she calls Mother. This is the literal,
brutal form in this world in which a mother disappears in order that a
marriage may happily supplant itself.

We do not really know that the pair are going off together unmarried;
probably they do not, as we see them leave, know either. The specula
tion is pertinent. It is a premiss of farce that marria.ge kills romance. It is
a project of the genre of remarriage to refuse to draw a .conclusion from
this premiss but rather to turn the tables on farce, to turn marriage itself
into romance, into adventure, which for WaIter and Hildy means to
preserve within it something of the illicit, to find as it were a moral
equivalent of the immoral.

"A reprieve from the world on grounds of insanity." This now
sounds to me like a characterization of comedy. As though we recog
nize in the insanity of comic events an image of the insanity of our lives
in requiring such a reprieve. A colloquial version of the idea of comedy
as reprieve is the idea of film as providing" escape," which seems to be
the most common public understanding of what film is good for,
though I have not heard it said what the escape is from, nor where it is
to, nor what its method is. In a film such as His Girl Friday, one which is
all but an allegory of what film is, one which studies a director as a
passive trickster at the other end of a line, an actor as a victim of visibil
ity/an audience of viewers as victims of their passive knowledge of
these things; a film which is a member of a genre of film that turns out
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to demand of each of its members its own interpretation or study of
these matters; we are asked to consider further what we shall say the
effect of film is, the good of it, by considering what specific films of sig
nificance show it to be. This is an obligation of what I mean by reading
a film. But this consideration will be formed by how we appropriate the
work of film, say actively or passively; in the present instance, by how
we take its idea of reprieve. In one way it may be taken as escape (in
which case you must keep on escaping); in another way it may be taken
as refreshment and recreation (in which case you are free to stop and
think).


